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Abstract 
It is shown that any subvariety Y of the variety of bounded distributive lattices with a quanti- 
fier, as considered by Cignoli (1991), contains either uncountably or finitely many quasivarieties 
depending on whether Vcontains the 4-element bounded Boolean lattice with a simple quantifier. 
It is also shown that, in the former case, the quasivarieties contained in Yform a lattice which fails 
to satisfy every nontrivial lattice identity while, in the latter case, they form a chain of length < 3. 
1. Introduction 
A quantifier on a bounded distributive lattice (L; v, A, 0,l) is a (necessarily 
idempotent) unary operation V on L that satisfies: VO =O, x A V’x =x, 
V(x v y) = Vx v Vy, and V(x A Vy)= Vx A Vy. A Q-distributive lattice (L; v, A, K 0, 1) 
is a bounded distributive lattice with a quantifier. Q-distributive lattices were intro- 
duced by Cignoli [2]. They appear naturally when the operation of complement is 
dropped from the monadic Boolean algebras of Halmos [S]. 
A class of algebras of similar type that is closed under homomorphisms, subalgeb- 
ras, and direct products is called a variety. The class Q of all Q-distributive lattices is 
a variety the subvarieties of which, as shown in Cignoli [Z], from an o + 1 chain under 
inclusion: 
Q 00 = 
Q 10 cQo1= 
Q 20 CQOZCQII= 
QSOCQOJ cQ12 cQ21= 
Q 40 CQO~CQI~CQZZCQ~IC 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Q 
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such that, for each (p,q)~~ xw, Q, is the variety generated by the algebra 
QP4= (B, x C,; v , A, K 0,l) where B, is the p-atom Boolean lattice, Co = B,, and, for 
q >, 1, C,= B, 0 1 where 0 denotes ordinal sum, and P is the simple quantifier 
on B, x C, given VO=O and, for a #O, Vu= 1. (Observe, in particular, Qoo is a 
l-element algebra, QpO is Q-isomorphic to B, with a simple quantifier, and Qe, is 
Q-isomorphic to C, with a simple quantifier.) 
A class of algebras of similar type that is closed under isomorphisms, subalgebras, 
direct products, and ultraproducts is called a quasivariety (in particular, every variety 
is a quasivariety). The quasivarieties contained in a variety Y form a lattice L( V) with 
respect to inclusion. Our aim is to show that the structure of L(Q) is far more 
complicated than the lattice structure of the varieties contained in Q. 
Our principal result is the following Theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. For a variety V of Q-distributive lattices the following conditions hold: 
(i) L(V) is either finite or of cardinality 2’0; 
(ii) L(V) is finite if and only if L(V) . IS a chain of length <3 if and only if V c QO,; 
(iii) L(V) has cardinality 2’0 if and only if a free lattice with w free generators is 
embeddable in L(V) if and only tf Qzo E V. 
The proof of the above theorem is concluded in Section 6 using a method that was 
developed in [l] (see Section 4 for the necessary details) and a duality for Q given by 
Cignoli [Z] (see Section 2 for the necessary details). In Section 3, it is shown that 
L(QoI) is a chain of length 3. To conclude that, for Q2,, G V, L(V) has cardinality 2’0 
and that a free lattice with w free generators is embeddable in L(V) we will use 
a method developed in [l]. The method requires the existence of a family of Q- 
distributive lattices with certain properties. Such a family is described (via the duality) 
in Section 5 and that it has the required properties is established in Section 6. In fact, 
we will show more: the ideal lattice of a free lattice with o free generators is 
embeddable in L(V) whenever Qz,, E V. In Section 7, we return to monadic Boolean 
algebras which also form a variety. Proposition 7.1 gives a description of L(V) for 
every variety V of monadic Boolean algebras. 
The above theorem reveals an underlying similarity between Q-distributive lattices 
and pseudocomplemented distributive lattices (see [4,7,11]). However, the reason for 
this is still unknown. 
2. Duality 
Priestley [9] established that the category of (0, l)-distributive lattices with (O,l)- 
lattice homomorphisms is dually equivalent to a category whose objects are certain 
partially ordered sets endowed with a topology. Subsequently, Cignoli [2] (cf. [lo]) 
derived an analogous duality for the category of Q-distributive lattices. In this section 
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we recall the details. However, since we need only to consider finite Q-distributive 
lattices, we may dispense with all topological aspects (since, for finite structures, the 
topology is always discrete). 
Let Qfln denote the category of finite Q-distributive lattices whose morphisms are 
(0, 1)-lattice homomorphisms that preserve F We denote by S,, the category whose 
objects (I’; <,E), called Q-spaces, consist of all finite partially ordered sets (P; <) 
endowed with an equivalence relation E satisfying: for X, YEP, if x <y and xEz, then 
zds and yEs for some SEP. The morphisms in S,,,, called Q-maps, are 
mappings cp:(P; <,E)+(P’; G’, E’) such that, for x,y~P, cp(x)<cp(y) whenever xdy, 
cp(x)E’cp(y) whenever xEy, and z = q(y) for some YE [x] E whenever z is a maximal 
element in the equivalence class [p(x)] E’. 
The concept of a Q-space with an accompanying topology and an appropriately 
defined Q-map were introduced by Cignoli [2] to form a category S dually equivalent 
to the category Q of all Q-distributive lattices. Cignoli’s definitions of a Q-space and 
Q-map are equivalent within the class of finite partially ordered sets to the above. The 
contravariant functors Y : Q-tS and _Z : S-+Q and the pair of natural isomorphisms 
0 : 1 Q E 3!Y and E : 1 s r 922 that establish a dual equivalence between Q and S, but 
restricted to the full subcategories Qrin and Sri” of Q and S, respectively, are defined as 
follows: 
With each object A of Qrin is associated a Q-space 
y(A)=(S(A); 6, E), 
where S(A) is the set of all nonzero v -irreducible elements of A, d is the reverse of the 
order induced by A, and, for a, beS(A), (a, ~)EE if and only if Va= Vb. With each 
morphism f: A+A’ in Qfln is associated a Q-map Y(f): S(A’)+S(A) such that, for 
aEA’, 
Y(~)(~=&ES(A): f(x)>a). 
With each object (P; <, E) of Sri, is associated a Q-distributive lattice 
W)=(QU');u,n E&p), 
where Q(P) is the set of all order filters of P, u and n are set-theoretical union and 
intersection, respectively, and, for UEQ(P), VU = IJ ([xl E: XE U). With each mor- 
phism cp : P-P’ in S,, is associated a Q-homomorphism Z?(q) : Q(P’)+Q(P) such that, 
for UEQ(P’), 
The natural isomorphisms u: 1 ,fin~Z?Y and E: l,,tn~9’Y$ are given by a(A)(a)= 
{xEQ(A): xda} and &(P)(x)={ [y)~Q(p): y~x}. 
Proposition 2.1 (Cignoli [2]). The category Qrin is dually equivalent to the category 
Sri,. The dual equivalence is given by the pair of contravariant functors Y : Qhn+&, 
22 : Sfin+Qfln and the pair of natural isomorphisms 6: l,,” g Z?Y and E: 1,” z 99. 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2 
Since products in Qfin correspond to co-products in Sin (which are disjoint unions of 
Q-spaces) and one-to-one (onto) morphisms in Qfin correspond to onto (one-to-one 
order-isomorphic) morphisms in S,,, for our purposes it is easier to work in the 
category S,” than the category Qrin and we shall do SO. 
BY way of example, YP(Qd WQd, and Y(Q,,) are diagrammed in Fig. 1 where 
both the underlying partially ordered sets and the equivalence relations defined over 
them are given. (Since Vis the simple quantifier on Q2,,, Q,,*, and Qz2, each of Y(Q2,,), 
Y(Qez), and Y(Q,,) have only one equivalence class.) Observe also that 5“(QIo) and 
Y(Qor) are Q-isomorphic to PI and 9$, respectively, of Fig. 2. 
3. Quasivarieties in L(Q,,,) 
In this section we show that L(QoI) is a 4-element chain. 
Lemma 3.1. The Q-distributive lattice Q(P) of a _/kite Q-space (P; 6, E) belongs to 
QO, if and only 6 for each xeP, the partially ordered set ([x]E; Q t[x]E) contains 
exactly one maximal element. 
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Proof. Let Q(P)E QO, and suppose that, for some equivalence class X of P, 1 M 13 2 
where M denotes the set of maxima1 elements of X. Consider the Q-space (M; d 1 M, 
E t M) (where, for notational simplicity, d 1 M and E t M denote d 1 M x M and 
E 1 M x M, respectively). The identity map from M into P is a Q-map. By the 
comments following Proposition 2.1, Q (M ) is a Q-h omomorphic image of Q(P). Since 
Q(M)=Q,o where p=IMl32, Q(P)#Qol. 
Conversely, for each equivalence class X in P define Pi=( {x, m};b r {x,m}, 
E 1(x, m)) where m is the maxima1 element of X and XEX. Clearly, Pg is a Q-space, 
Q(Pg)gQlo for x=m, and Q(Pg)gQol otherwise. Since the family of Q-homomor- 
phisms Q(id): Q(P)+Q(P”,) separates the elements of Q(P), it follows, by the remarks 
after Proposition 2.1, that Q(P) is a subdirect product of the family of Q-distributive 
lattices Q(P$), where X and x are as above. In particular, Q(P)EQ,,~. 0 
For a Q-space (P; 6, E) and P’ E P, (P’; 1 P’, E 1 P’) is a Q-subspace providing 
id : P’-+P is a Q-map; it is a proper Q-subspace providing P’ c P. A Q-space (P; 6, E) 
is critical if, for some x E P, no proper Q-subspace of P containing x is a Q-map image 
of P. The next lemma will characterize those critical Q-spaces whose associated 
Q-distributive lattices belong to Q,,i. 
Let 9i=(l;<,lxl), 97$=(2;<,2x2), and 95=(3;<,(1 xl)u({l,2)xjl,2})) 
where n= (0, 1, . . ..n-l} (see Fig. 2). It is readily seen that PI, ??$, and $?a are critical 
Q-spaces. By Lemma 3.1, Q(pl), Q@$), and Q(Y3) belong to QO,. 
Lemma 3.2. A Q-space (P; 6, E) whose Q-distributive lattice Q(P) belongs to QOl is 
critical if and only if P=.!Fl, 4, or p3. 
Proof. Let (P; <, E) be a critical Q-space and Q(P)E&. Define 5 on P/E by 
[.x] E 5 [ y] E if and only if x’ < y' for some x’Ex and y’Ey. It follows from the definition 
of a Q-space that (P/E; 5) is a partially ordered set. There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1: There exists an equivalence class [x] E that is minima1 with respect to 5 for 
which 1 [x] E I 2 2. 
By Lemma 3.1, [x] E contains a unique maximal element m,. Define cp : P-g by 
cp(y) = 1 if y= m, or y#[x]E and q(y)=0 otherwise. Clearly, cp is a Q-map and, since 
( [x] E( 3 2, cp is onto. By Lemma 3.1, every element of P is contained in a Q-subspace 
that is a Q-map image of 9$. Since P is critical, it follows that cp is one-to-one and, 
hence, P z Y2. 
Case 2: For every equivalence class [x] E that is minima1 with respect to 5, 
I[x]El=l. 
There are two subcases. 
Subcase 2(a): For every ye P, ) [ y] E I= 1. It is readily seen that P z Yl. 
Subcase 2(b). For some yg P, I [y] E ( 2 2. Let my denote the maxima1 element of 
[y]E and define q:P+.!& by (p(z)=2 if z=mY or z$m,,, q(z)=1 if z#m, and 
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z~[y] E, and q(z) =0 otherwise. It is not hard to see that cp is a well-defined Q-map. 
Moreover, under the hypothesis of Case 2, it is readily seen that every element of P is 
contained in a Q-subspace of P that is a Q-map image of gs. Since P is critical, it 
follows that PEAR;. 0 
A finite algebra is critical if it is not isomorphic to a subdirect product of any family 
of its proper subalgebras. Critical algebras are of interest since any non-trivial locally 
finite quasivariety is generated by its critical members. To see this notice that the 
quasivariety generated by a finite algebra A coincides with the quasivariety generated 
by the subalgebras of A that are critical and that a locally finite quasivariety is 
generated by its finite algebras. In particular, Q,, and its subquasivarieties are locally 
finite and, hence, each one of them is generated by its critical members. 
Given the remarks following Proposition 2.1, it is not hard to see that a Q-space P is 
critical if and only if the Q-distributive lattice Q(P) is critical. 
Theorem 3.3. The quasioarieties contained in Qor form a 4-element chain Tc Q9, c 
Q9, c Q9,= QOI where T denotes the quasivariety of all l-element algebras and, .for 
1 < i< 3, Q9, denotes the quasivariety generated by Q(9i). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, it is enough to observe that y1 is a Q-map image of both 9$ and 
y3, Pa is a Q-map image of two copies of 9$;, there are elements of gz and 9s which lie 
in no Q-map image of pl, and there exists an element of 9s which lies in no Q-map 
image of gz. 0 
4. An embedding of the ideal lattice of a free lattice 
For a set M of similar algebras, let Vo(A4) denote the quasivariety generated by M. 
Let Prin(w) denote the set of all finite subsets of o and consider an infinite family 
(Aw : WE Pfin (0)) of finite algebras of similar type that satisfy the following conditions, 
where X, Y, and 2 E Prin(o): 
(Pl) A0 is a trivial algebra; 
(P2) if X= YuZ, then Axe V,({A,,A,}); 
(P3) if X#@ and A,EV~({A,}), then X= Y; 
(P4) if Ax is a subalgebra of B x C for finite B, CE Va({Aw: W~P,i”(O)}), then there 
exist Y and Z with AYE V,({B}), Az~ Vo({C}), and X= YuZ. 
To establish that L(Q,,) has cardinality 2 Ko and that a free lattice with w free 
generators is embeddable in it we will need to refer to the following proposition: 
Proposition 4.1 [I]. If L is a quasivariety of algebras of jinite type that contains an 
infinite family of jinite algebras satisfying (P I)-(P4), then the ideal lattice of a free 
lattice with o generators is embeddable in L(L), In particular, L(L) fails every nontrivial 
lattice identity and is of cardinality 2’0. 0 
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5. Q-spaces associated with graphs 
To employ Proposition 4.1, it will be necessary to determine a suitable family (Aw: 
WEPrin(O)) of finite algebras in Qm. In this section, we shall define such a family in 
terms of their Q-spaces and establish some basic properties of those spaces. That the 
family actually lies in Q2,, and satisfies (P l)-(P4) will be verified in the next section. 
The construction of Q-spaces given below will make use of some rather special 
graphs. A graph G = ( V, E) is a set V whose elements are called vertices together with 
a collection E of 2-element subsets of V called edges. A graph G is connected if, for 
every x, YE V, there exists a sequence zo, . . . . z, of elements of V such that x = zo, y = z,, 
and {Zi, Zi+l)EE for all i< n. A mapping cp between graphs G and G’ is compatible 
providing that, for x,y~ V, {q(x), cp(y)}~E’ whenever {x, Y}EE. To show that the 
given Q-spaces have the required properties, we need the existence of an infinite family 
of nonisomorphic finite graphs that are connected, for which there are no compatible 
maps between distinct members of the family, and for which the only compatible 
mappings from a member of the family to itself are onto. The existence of such 
a family, denoted (Gi = ( Vi, Ei): i < o), follows from Hedrlin and Sichler [6]. For some 
notational ease and with no loss in generality, we will assume that, for distinct i, j < o, 
Gi and Gj have no vertices in common. 
For W~P,i,(O) with W#& define a Q-space (P(W); 6, E(W)) as follows: 
P(W)={a,bjuU(Di: iEW)uU((e,,e,}: e={x,Jl}EEi and i~w), 
where a and b are two fixed elements and Di = K x {-j, j : 1 <j < 5). 
The equivalence relation E(W) is determined by the following partition on P(W): 
C{a},(b)}u{{(x,-j),(x,j)}: XEViriEW, and l<j<5} 
u{{e,,e,}: e={x,y}EEi and iEW}. 
The partial order < on P(W) is given in two parts. Firstly, for XE L$ and iE W, 
(x, +j ) < (x, f k) for j= 2 or 4 and k =j f 1 with two exceptions; namely, (x, 2) #(x, 3) 
and (x,4)$(x,5). Secondly, for ic W and e={x,y}EEi, (x,+j) and (y, f j)<eX and 
eY for j = 2 or 4 with two exceptions; namely, (x, 4) # e, and (y, 4) # eY. See Figs. 3 and 
4 which diagram the partial order and the equivalence relation on relevant parts of 
P(W). 
For WEPp,i,(O), it is not hard to see that P(W) is a connected poset in which every 
element is either maximal or minimal. The maximal elements are precisely those of the 
form(x,fj),forj=1,3,or 5,x~V~,andi~W,oroftheforme,fore=(x,yj~E~and 
in W. The minimal elements are precisely a, b, or those of the form (x, f j ) for j= 2 or 
4, XE vi, and ic W. There are just two equivalence classes of cardinality one: the 
equivalence class that contains a and the equivalence class that contains b. All other 
equivalence classes have cardinality two: the equivalence classes of the form {(x, -j ), 
(x,j)}for l<j 65, xEVi,andi~Wandoftheform{e,,e,}fore={x,y}EEiandiEW. 
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(r-1) (.t.> 1) (s, -:I) (z. 3) (z. -5) (x,5) 
(:r, -2) (d: 2) (z, -4) (x.4) b 
Fig. 3. 
ix3 -2) (4 2)(1/, -2) (y,2) (x7 -4) bL’, 4) (!A -4) (Y, 4) 
Fig. 4. 
As such, it is readily verified that, for r, s, ~EP( W.), if r d s and rE( W)t, then t <u and 
sE( W)u for some UEP( W). We conclude the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. For W~P,i”(w), (P(W); <,E( W)) is a Q-space. 
Essentially, Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 show that, for X, Y~P,i”(o), there exist elements of 
P(Y) which ensure that cp(a)=a and q(b)= b whenever they lie in the image of any 
Q-map 40 :P(X)-+P( Y). Should q(a)= a and q(b)= b, X E Y follows from the choice of 
the family (Gi: i < 0): an important step in the verification of (P3) and (P4) in Section 6. 
Lemma 5.2. For X, YEPfi”(o), let q: P(X)+P(Y) be a Q-map. Zf cp(u)=cp(b), then 
either 
(i) ~(u)=u and (~(P(X))G{~}UU(V~~{-k,k}:j~Yund k=l or 2)uu({e,,e,}: 
e={x,y}EEj and KEY), or 
(ii) cp(u)=b and cp(P(X))~{b}uU(T$x{-$5): jEY). 
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Proof, Assume 9((a)=cp(b). By definition, for lV~Pr~,(o) and XEP(W), {x} is in the 
partition determined by E(W) exactly when x=u or b and, otherwise, [x]E( IV) is 
a 2-element antichain. In particular, each element of [x]E(W) is maximal. Since 
9 is a Q-map, it follows that, for xeP(X), [9(x)]E( Y)= 9([x]E(X)). Hence, 
9(a)=9(b)=a orb. 
Case 1: q(a)=q(b)=a. 
Since 9 is order-preserving, C&P(X)) c {a} u u (T$ x j-k, k}: j E Y and 1 <k Q 3) u 
U((e,,e,}: e={x,y}~Ej and KEY). Suppose that (p(P(X))n (VEX{-3,3))#@ for 
some je Y. There are two possibilities. Either there exist i~x, XE I$, and ye l’j such 
that cp({(x,-3),(x,3)1)={(~,-3),(~,3)) or there exist i~x, e=(x,z}EEi and yEVj 
such that 9({ex,ez})= {(y, -3),(y,3)). In either case 
However, neither cp({(x,--3),(x,3)))=((y,--3),(y,3)} and co(((x,--4),(x,4)))= 
{(YC2)?(Y?2)) nor cP(Ie,,e,})={(y,-3),(y,3)) and cp(((x,--2),(x,2)))= 
((y, -2) (y, 2)) are possible for an order-preserving map 9. Thus, as required, 
9(P(X))n(Vjx I-3,3})=@ for all jEY. 
Case 2. 9(a)=9(b)=b. 
Similarly, since 9 is order-preserving, (p(P(X)) c {b} uu( l’j x I-k, k}: jc Y and 
3<kd5)uU(cp(( e,,e,}: e={x,y)EEj and KEY). If, for some ieX, XEK:, Jay, 
and y~f$, 9({(x, -2),(x,2)})={(y,--4),(y,4)), then it must be the case that 
9( { (x, -1),(x, 1))) = {( y, -5), ( y, 5)}, which is not possible for an order-preserving 
map9.Thus,fori~Xandx~~i,9({(~,-2),(x,2)})~(h}~~(I/jx{-5,5}:j~Y)and, 
consequently, 
rP(P(X)\!J(KX(-4,4}: i~X))~{b}ulJ(VjX{-$5): jEY). 
If,forsomei~Xandx~~,9(i(x,-4),(x,4)))~(b}vU(VjXI-5,5):j~Y),then,for 
some jEYand v~vj, 9({(x,--4),(x,4)))={(~,--4),(y,4)) and 9({(x,--3),(x,3)))= 
((y, -5),(y, ‘$1, which is not possible for an order-preserving map 9. Thus, as 
required, P(X)G{~}UU(V~X{-5,5}: jEY). 0 
Lemma 5.3. For X, YcPfi,(u), let 9: P(X)+P( Y) be a Q-map. If 9(a)#9(b), then (i) 
9(a)=a, (ii) 9(b)=b, (iii) XG Y, and (iv) fir i~x, cp(Dij=Di and cp({e,,e,: 
e=(X,y}GE,})={e,,e,: e={X,y)EEi}. 
Proof. If cp(a)#y,(b), then, arguing as before, either 9(a)=a and 9(b)= b or 9(a)=b 
and 9(b)=a. If 9(a)=b and 9(b)=a, then, for each XE Vi and i~x, there exist some 
y~~andj~Ysuchthat9({(x,-l),(x,I)))=((y,-5),(y,5))and9(((x,-2),(x,2)~)= 
{(Y, -4),(~>4)j, h’ h . w K IS not possible for an order-preserving map 9. Thus, 9(a)=a 
and 9(b)= b. 
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Further, for XE 6 and VEX, 
u{{e,,e,): e={y,z}EEj and jEY>. 
Suppose cp({(x,--3),(x,3)])={ ey,ez} for some XE~, VEX, e={y,z}EEj, and jEY. 
Either cp(((x,-4),(x,4)})={(~,-4),(~,4)3 or cp({(x,-4),(~,4)))=((~,-4),(~,4)f, 
neither of which is possible for an order-preserving map cp. Thus, 
cp(((x,-3),(x,3)))~{((~,-3),(~,3)}: YEvj and jEY). 
Consequently, for XE vi and VEX, there exists YE Vj and j E Y such that, for 1 <k < 5, 
CP({(T -k)&k)})={(y> -k),(y,k)j. 
By the above, if G and H are the (necessarily disjoint) unions of the graphs (Gi: ieX) 
and (Gj: j E Y), respectively, then the mapping II/ : G+H given by $(x)=y where, for 
ldk<5, ~(((x,-k),(x,k)})={(y,-k),(y,k)} IS well-defined. To see that II/ is a 
compatible map, let (x, x’} be an edge of G, 1,5(x)= y, and @(xl) = y’. Since 
cp(((x,--k),(x,k)))=((y,--k),(y,k)} and v({ (x’, -k), (x’, k)})= {(Y’, -k), (Y’, k)} for 
k = 2 and 4, either cp( { ex,e,,})={e,,e,,} or Y=Y and cp({e,,e,,})=((y,-3),(~,3)}. 
Since the latter is not consistent with an order-preserving map cp, it follows that 
(P(jex,e,,I)={e,,e,,l and, as required, {$(x),$(x’)} = { y, y’} is an edge of H. By 
choice, Gi is a connected graph for each VEX. Consequently, there exists j E Y such that 
$ tGi : Gi+Gj is a compatible mapping which, again by choice, is only possible 
providing j= i. It follows that X z Y. Furthermore, since the only compatible map- 
pings from Gi to itself are onto, Cp(Di)=Di and q({ex,ey: e={~,y)EE~))={e,,e,: 
e={X,y}EEi}. 0 
6. Quasivarieties in L(Q,,,) 
We now define a family (A,,,: W~P,i,(,)) of finite Q-distributive lattices. Let 
A, denote a trivial Q-distributive lattice and, for 0 # W~P,i”(O), let Aw denote the 
Q-distributive lattice associated with P(W), namely, Q(P( IV)). 
Lemma 6.1. For each WEPfi,(w), Aw belongs to Qzo. 
Proof. Clearly, A@E Q*,,. For each equivalence class X in P( IV), where $9 # WEP,~,(W), 
let Px=(X; d rX,E IX). There are two possibilities for the Q-space P,: Q(Px)zQlo 
if 1X(= 1 and Q(P,)zQ 2. if IX I=2. Since the family of Q-homomorphisms 
Q(id) : Q(P( W))-+Q(P,) separates the elements of Q(P(W)), it follows that Q(P( W)) 
is a subdirect product of the family of Q-distributive lattices Q(Px), where X is defined 
as above. Thus, for 8# WEPfin(O), Q(P(W)) belongs to Qm. 0 
The remainder of this section is devoted to showing that the family of finite 
Q-distributive lattices (A w : W~P,i”(W)) satisfies the postulates (P l)-(P4) of 
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Proposition 4.1. This together with the preceding lemma will enable us to conclude 
that the ideal lattice of a free lattice with o free generators is embeddable in L(QzO). 
Lemma 6.2. The family (A,: W~P,i,(W)) satisjes (P l)-(P3). 
Proof. (P 1) is satisfied by definition. 
To see that (P2) is satisfied, it is sufficient to let X = Y u Z where neither Y nor Z are 
empty. If P(Y)+P(Z) denotes the disjoint union of P(Y) and P(Z), then there is 
a natural Q-map cp : P( Y)+P(Z)+P(X) which, since X= YuZ, is onto. By the 
remarks following Proposition 2.1, it follows that A, belongs to V,({A,,A,}). To 
verify P(3), let 8#X, Y~p,i,(0) and Axe Ve( (Ar}). In particular, Ax is isomorphic to 
a subalgebra of A? for some finite m. By the remarks following Proposition 2.1, it 
follows that there is an onto Q-map cp :C(PL( Y): k < m)+P(X) where C(PL( Y): k cm) 
denotes the Q-space obtained from the disjoint union of the family of Q-spaces (Pk( Y): 
k cm) each of which is a copy of P( Y ). Choose VEX and XE vi. Since cp is onto, 
(x, 3)~(p(P~( Y)) for some k-cm. By Lemma 5.2, q(a)#cp(b) where a and b are 
identified with their respective copies in Pk( Y). By Lemma 5.3, Y G X. Furthermore, 
since (x, 3)~Di, (x, 3)~cp(Dj) for some Dj in Pk( Y) with j E Y. By Lemma 5.3, cp(Dj) = Dj 
and it follows that i = j E Y. Consequently, X G Y and X = Y, as required. 0 
Lemma 6.3. The ,family (A ~1 WEPfi”(O)) satisjies (P4). 
Proof. Let XEPfin(O) and A, be a subalgebra of B x C for finite B and CE VQ( {Aw: 
WEPfi”(W)}). We must establish the existence of suitable Y and ZEP~~“(W). Since (P4) 
is readily seen to hold otherwise, assume X #8 and that both B and C are nontrivial 
Q-distributive lattices. By hypothesis and the remarks following Proposition 2.1, there 
exists an onto Q-map cp such that 
cp : S(B)+S(C)+P(X). 
Furthermore, there exist two sequences Y,, Y,, . . . , Y,_ 1 and ZO, Z,, . . , Z,_ i of (not 
necessarily distinct) elements of Pfi”(W) such that B and C are isomorphic to sub- 
algebras of n(Ay,: k-cm) and n(A,*: k-c n), respectively. Hence, by the remarks 
following Proposition 2.1, there exist two onto Q-maps (pB and cpc such that 
cps:c(P(Y,): k<m)+S(B) 
and 
cpc : I: k <+S(C), 
where C(P( Yk): k cm) and C(P(Z,): k <n) denote the Q-spaces obtained from the 
disjoint unions of the P( Yk)‘s and P(Z,)‘s, respectively. 
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Let 
I,={k: k<m and qoqPe ~P(Y,)(~a,b})={a,b}}, 
Ic={k: k<n and (po(pc tP(Z,)({a,b})={a,b}}, 
Y=u(Y,:kEl,), and Z=u(Zk:kEZC). 
Weclaimthat YuZ=X.ByLemma5.3, YuZ~X.ToseethatX~ YuZ,leti~X 
and choose XE &. Since cp, (pB, and cpc are onto, (x, 3) is an element of cp 0 (P~(C(P( Y,): 
k<m)ucpocp,(C(P(Z,): k<n). If (x,3)~(~3cp~(C(P(Y~): k<m), then, for some 
k<m, (x,3)~cpocp~(P(Y,)) which, by Lemma 5.2, implies kel,. By 
Lemma 5.3, (x,~)E~o qs(Dj) for some Jo Yk. Since (x,3)6Di and, by Lemma 5.3, 
9 0 qs(Dj)= Dj, it follows that i =j. Thus, in Y. If (x, ~)E(P 0 qc(C(P(Z,): k < n), then 
a similar argument shows that FEZ. It follows that X c YuZ and, consequently, 
X = Y u Z, as claimed. 
To complete the proof, it remains to show that ALE Ve({B}) and Aze Ve({C}). 
Since X = Y u Z (by the preceding claim) and X # 8, either Y or Z is nonempty. By 
Lemma 5.3, for Y#@. 
P(Y) c VOVB(~(P(FJ: k<m))=cp(S(B)). 
By Lemma 5.2, for k<m with k$l,, 
q~qe(P(Y,))cP(Y)uU(l/ix{-k,k}: ieX\Yand k=l or 2) 




P(Y)G~(S(B))GP(Y)UU(KX{-k,k): ieX\Yand k=l,2, or 5) 
uU({e,,e,}:e={x,y)~Ei and icX\Y). 
Choose an edge e= { y, z} l Ej for some j E Y and define a mapping $r : (p(S(B))+P( Y) 
by Icl~((x, k))=(y,k) for (x,k)q(SW)\P(Y), +d(e,,e,})={e,,e,j for e=(u,U} with 
e, and e,Ecp(S(B))\P( Y), and t,Gr is the identity on P(Y). Clearly, I,+~ is an onto Q-map. 
By the remarks following Proposition 2.1, it follows that A, is isomorphic to a 
subalgebra of B and so A, belongs to V,({B}). A similar argument shows that 
Az~ Ve({C)) whenever Z#@ Thus, the family (Aw: W~P,i”(O)) satisfies (P4). 0 
By Proposition 4.1 and Lemmas 6.1-6.3, we conclude the following result. 
Theorem 6.4. The lattice L(Qzo) contains an isomorphic copy of the ideal lattice of 
a free lattice with w free generators. 
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Since the subvarieties of Q form a chain, for a variety V G Q, either Vc Q,,, or 
Q2,, c V. Thus, Theorems 3.3 and 6.4 combine to establish the theorem of Section 1. 
7. Related algebras 
As indicated in Section 1, the class of Q-distributive lattices Q is related to the class 
M of monadic Boolean algebras. The algebras of M are obtained by endowing 
Boolean algebras with a unary operation Psatisfying the same postulates as those 
satisfied by Van the algebras of Q. The class M is a variety and the subvarieties of 
Mformano+l chainM,,cM,cM,c... c M, where, for p<o, Mp is the variety 
generated by the p-atom Boolean algebra B, where VO =0 and, for a #O, Vu = 1 
(see CW. 
In this section, we show that the lattice structure of L(M) is much simpler than the 
structure of L(Q). 
Let P c w x w denote the set consisting of all ordered pairs (ij) such that 
lfi<j<o. For 5 onPgiven by(i,j)<(k,/)ifi<kand j<l,(P;d)is apartially 
ordered set. For 1 < i < co, let Pi denote the principal order ideal of P determined by 
(i, i). Let D(P) and D(Pi) denote the distributive lattices of all order ideals (including 
the empty set) of P and Pi, respectively, with set-theoretical union and intersection as 
the lattice operations. 
Proposition 7.1. L(M)?D(P) ad, for 1 di<~, L(Mi)gD(Pi), 
Proof. Since M is locally finite, it is sufficient to consider the category Mfi, of finite 
monadic Boolean algebras. For a Q-space (P; <, E), the lattice Q(P) is Boolean if and 
only if (P; <) is an antichain. Thus, Mri, is dually equivalent to the full subcategory 
Tfi” of Sri,, whose objects (P; <, E) are totally unordered partially ordered sets 
endowed with an equivalence relation. Let X0, ._., X,_ 1 denote the equivalence 
classes of a Q-space (P; 6, E) in Tfi,, where lXil=mi and mi<mj for O<i<j<n. 
Consider the Q-space (P’; < r P’, E 1 P’) where P’ = X, u X, _ 1. Clearly, 
(P’; < 1 P’. E 1 P’) is a Q-map image of (P; <, E) and (P; d, E) is a Q-map image of 
n-l copies of (P’; d lP’,E rP’). Hence, VQ({Q(P)})= VQ({Q(P’)}). Furthermore, if 
(P; <, E) and ((Pi; <, EL) : i < n) denote Q-spaces in Tfin each of which has precisely two 
equivalence classes, then (P; <, E) is a Q-map image of 1 ((Pi; d, Ei) : i < n) if and only 
if it is a Q-map image of (Pi; 6, Ei) for some i<n. The proof now follows from the 
remarks after Proposition 2.1. 0 
The dual operation d to V, that is, the operation satisfying A 1 = 1, xv Ax=x, 
A(x A y) = Ax A Ay, and A(x v Ay) = Ax v Ay, is not expressible by any term operation 
within Q. (Clearly, within the class M, Ax =l VT x where 1 is Boolean complemen- 
tation.) One may consider another class of algebras related to the algebras of Q; 
namely, the class Q’ of algebras that result from the class of bounded distributive 
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lattices by endowing them with both of the operations V and A. We conclude by 
mentioning that the lattice L(Q’) of quasivarieties contained in Q+ has similar 
properties to those of L(Q). However, the lower part of L(Q’) is more complex than 
that of L(Q). Let Q,$ denote the subvariety of Q+ consisting of all algebras whose 
A-free reducts belong to Q,,r. The variety QA is generated by the algebra Qol endowed 
with the operation A where Al = 1 and, for a # 1, Aa =O. One may show that the ideal 
lattice of a free lattice with o free generators is embeddable in L(Q&). 
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